Decorative Bracket Installation

Select your bracket quantity, size, and style.

Select your shelf size and color.

For 10” deep board installations: Mount the 8” side of the 6” x 8” bracket to the board. Mount the 6” side directly to the wall.

For 8” deep board installations: Mount the 6” side of the 6” x 8” bracket to the board. Mount the 8” side directly to the wall.

Locate wall studs and mark mounting locations of the top hole of the brackets, ensuring the holes are level. You should install brackets into all possible studs along the length of your shelf for stated load capacities.

Partially install Screw A into marked holes at stud locations leaving a small gap for bracket adjustment.

Place the top hole of the bracket onto screw and push down to secure. Use screws A to secure the bottom of the bracket into the stud. Tighten down the top screw.

Rest shelf on brackets. Use screws B provided to secure the board to the brackets.